
                                              

HARI SARVOTHAMA                                                       VAAYU  JEEVOTHAMA 

    MADHWA DAKSHINA YATHRA, CHENNAI/BENGALURU 

                                           ******* 

We are happy to inform our valued clients,that we have 

planned our Badri Vishal Trip from 01.06.23 to 10.06.23 as 

detailed below. 

01.06.23  Departure by morning flight to Dehradun. 

From there proceeding to Srinagar and halt. 

02.06.23  7.30 a.m. Dep. To Badri and reaching by evening. 

03.06.23  Morning darshan,then vaidheeka and in the 

evening local sight seeing viz. Vyas Gufa,Mana 

Village,Beemana Bande,Saraswathy river and Vishnu 

Sahasranama pooja in the temple by 6.30 p.m. 

04.06.23 Morning  3.30 a.m. Abhisheka and pooja (Optional) 

and after theertha prasada, departure to Srinagar and halt. 

05.06.23  Dep. To Haridhwar and reaching by 2.00 p.m. 

Theerthaprasada and rest. 

06.06.23  Ganga Snana.Local sight seeing,Ganga Arathi and 

halt. 



07.06.23 Dep. To Kurukshethra.Holy dip in Brahma Sarovara 

and local sight seeing and return. 

08.06.23 Morning. Proceeding to  Sukasthal where Parikshit 

Maharaja got enlightenment and attained Moksha after 

listening Srimad Bhagavatha from Sri Sukha Muni.Return to 

Haridhwar. 

09.06.23  Vaidheeka (Optional) . After theertha prasada, free 

day for shopping.. 

10.06.23  10.30 a.m. Theerthaprasada. 

11.30 a.m. Dep. To Dehradun Airport. 

Night;   Safe arrival at their destination. 

Package -  Rs. 20,000/- per person. 

Inclusions. 

From Dehradun to Dehradun travel by T.T.           

Transportation to visit Kurukshethra and Sukasthal. 

Room accommodation  on 2/3/4 bed sharing. 

Food by madwa cooks. 

Exclusions. 

To and Fro fligh/traint tickets to Dehradun. 

Vaidheeka expenses Rs. 1,500/- in each place. 

Pooja expenses,local sight  seeing auto charges,rope car and 

auto for Ganga nadhi snana Etc. 

Progamme subject to small changes.   



Please confirm your participation on or before 30.4.23 with 

an advance of Rs. 10,000/-.However since there is heavy 

demand for Badri yathra,first come first serve formula will be 

applied.      

Please note that all are participating in the Yathra at their 

own risk and responsibility. 

                                                                                                         

For any details,please contact R.Gopalakrishna in 

7708157378  or G. Ravichandran in 9941879985 

                           SRI  KRISHNARPANAMASTHU 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                     

      

 

 


